
HOW TO SET UP A MATERNAL JOURNAL GROUP

Introduction: Journaling together in a group provides a forum for sharing your work, getting  
support and learning from each other.

By using this toolkit and accessing the ready-made artist exercises and inspiration area on the 
website you can set up your own Maternal Journal for a group of pregnant people, new mothers or 
any other relevant group.

Duration: A Maternal Journal group is designed to run from 5 - 10 weeks, however it is a flexible 
format.

Participants: From 6 – 15 pregnant women*, mothers and those that birth. If bringing babies we 
recommend these are up to one year only. If supporting participants with mental health issues, 
these should be those with a history of mild to moderate issues only, such as anxiety or  
depression. Please be aware that strong feelings can emerge during the course of the group 
 workshops, therefore groups are not recommended for people with a history of severe mental 
illness.

Finding your Group: Please use the Maternal Journal logo and #maternaljournal hashtag on all 
materials and promotion (see sample leaflets and social media info on the website under ‘Setting 
up a Group’ - ‘Resources Pack’). You can recruit participants via social media (set up a Facebook 
group or event), by putting posters in local spaces, using word of mouth or you can recruit via the 
NHS. If you are recruiting via the NHS, make sure you have permission and seek advice from your 
local Ethics and Research Committee.  

Location: A friendly, private and informal space, which could be in a cultural space such as a local 
gallery, arts centre or community centre. Or if you are a health or social care professional, this can 
be an appropriate room where you work i.e. a local GP surgery or room at your hospital. 
 
Participants should have room to sit around a large table together, where they can work  
communally, with art materials. If possible the space has a screen for presentations  
 
Facilitation: Midwife or birth worker (could also be a person with a mental health background 
i.e. counsellor or psychotherapist) or anyone with experience of running groups. We recommend 
group leaders have an advanced DBS and Professional Indemnity Insurance. 
 
Timing: 2 – 2.5hrs workshop (with refreshments) 
 
Introductory workshop:

• Workshop leader introduces the idea of journaling, using the ‘About’ and ‘Journaling’ section on 
the website. The ‘Inspiration’ page on the website has a downloadable version and this should 
be printed off and given to participants for reference.  



• Participants introduce themselves and it is recommended the facilitator provides them with a 
free journal and some simple materials to use throughout the project. 

• Workshop leader establishes parameters outlined in the Principles and Practice section (see 
below) such as confidentiality and safety, so that participants feel safe to disclose and share. 

Session structure:

• 25/30 minutes – sharing circle – participants share and talk about work made in the journal 
since the last meeting, 2-3 per workshop. 

• 1 – 1.5hrs – creative activity within the journal including sharing work made (using online artist 
guides) 

• 30mins – further sharing/discussion of work made with refreshments & information about the next 
meeting (optional)

Promotional materials: Please use the Maternal Journal logo on all materials. Sample leaflets 
are provided on the website, which you can download on the link provided. Please share your 
work via social media using #maternaljournal and let us know how you are getting on. 
 
Materials: Journals of A5 size are ideal, however it can be good to offer a few options. You can 
source journals at art suppliers, pound shops or stationaries. They range in price from about £14 
for a Fabriano artist journal to £1 or less for a simple sketchbook or exercise book. Other simple 
art materials can also be sourced at the same places as the journal, such as pens, pencils, paints, 
glue, scissors (each workshop template on the website has a list of suggested materials).


